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Notice
Information contained in this document is believed to be accurate and reliable at the time of
printing. However, due to ongoing product improvements and revisions, AudioCodes cannot
guarantee accuracy of printed material after the Date Published nor can it accept responsibility
for errors or omissions. Updates to this document can be downloaded from
https://www.audiocodes.com/library/technical-documents.
This document is subject to change without notice.
Date Published: July-05-2022

WEEE EU Directive
Pursuant to the WEEE EU Directive, electronic and electrical waste must not be disposed of
with unsorted waste. Please contact your local recycling authority for disposal of this product.

Customer Support
Customer technical support and services are provided by AudioCodes or by an authorized
AudioCodes Service Partner. For more information on how to buy technical support for
AudioCodes products and for contact information, please visit our website at
https://www.audiocodes.com/services-support/maintenance-and-support.

Stay in the Loop with AudioCodes

Abbreviations and Terminology
Each abbreviation, unless widely used, is spelled out in full when first used.
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1. Overview

Overview
These Release Notes describe the new features and known issues in version 9.8 of the
AudioCodes Routing Manager (ARM).

1.1

Managed AudioCodes Devices
ARM 9.8 supports the following AudioCodes devices (Gateways and SBCs) referred to in
the ARM GUI as nodes:
Table 1-1: AudioCodes Devices Supported by ARM Version 9.8
Device

Major Versions

MP-1288 Gateway

7.20A.258.119 and later

Mediant 9000 SBC

7.20A.258 and later

Mediant 4000 SBC

7.20A.258 and later

Mediant 2600 SBC

7.20A.258 and later

Mediant SE/VE SBC

7.20A.258 and later

Mediant 1000B Gateway and E-SBC

7.20A.258 and later

Mediant 800B Gateway and E-SBC

7.20A.258 and later

Mediant 800C

7.20A.258 and later

Mediant 500 E-SBC

7.20A.258 and later

Mediant 500L - SBC

7.20A.258 and later

Mediant SBC CE (Cloud Edition)

7.20A.258 and later

Mediant 3000 Gateway only

7.00A.142.001 and later

Mediant 3100 SBC, Gateway or Hybrid

7.40M3.002.084 and later

Note: See also Section 4 for the earliest device version supported by the ARM per ARM
feature.

Version 9.8
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2. What's New in Version 9.8

What's New in Version 9.8
This section covers the new features and capabilities introduced in ARM 9.8.

2.1

ARM Dashboard
After logging in to ARM 9.8, the new Dashboard opens by default.
Figure 2-1: ARM Dashboard

The Dashboard displays (L-R):


A ‘Routing Attempts’ pane, allowing network operators to determine at a glance the
number of ARM nodes in the managed network, the number of users in the managed
network and the number of good routers and bad routers in the managed network.
From here, operators can directly access the ‘Routing Attempts’ graph under the
‘Statistics’ menu by clicking Discover more.



A ‘Top Routing Matches’ pane allowing network operators to determine at a glance the
top routing matches that were made in a time frame in their IP telephony network.
From here, operators can directly access the ‘Top Routing Rules’ graph under the
‘Statistics’ menu by clicking Discover more.



An ‘Active Alarms’ pane allowing network operators to determine at a glance the
active alarms in the network. From here, operators can directly access the ‘Active
Alarms’ page under the ‘Alarms’ menu by clicking Discover more.



A ‘Topology Map’ pane: an uncluttered, operator-friendly summary of the entire IP
telephony network. Network operators can click Discover more to directly access the
Network Map page.



Updates. Constantly provides operators new updates and features from the ARM
server. To view each new update | feature, click > displayed on the right. To go back,
click < then displayed on the left. To access an update | feature, click the Discover
More link. To receive dynamic updates, the ARM Web client must have access to
AudioCodes' portal. If this is not possible, customers are presented with the latest
features released in the version they currently have.

Version 9.8
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2.2

New GUI Look and Feel Based on Google Material
Design
AudioCodes’ ARM 9.8 GUI has been redesigned. The new GUI is clean and modern. It uses
Google Material Design’s basic components and principles, making it more intuitive and
clearer for network operators.
All ARM pages and GUI functionalities are redesigned in the new style. A detailed description
of each component, page, tab and screen with exact operating instructions can be found in
the ARM User’s Manual. The following generic principles are common in the new design:
Side pane
All ARM pages have at least one side pane. Sometimes there are two, on the left and the
right side of the page’s main pane. Network operators can easily collapse a side pane to
provide more space for the page’s main pane.
In the following example, the left pane is collapsed (operators can view its name: ‘Graphs’)
while the right pane is expanded:
Figure 2-2: Collapsed Left Pane, Expanded Right Pane

Actions buttons
Pointing the mouse over the intuitive actions icons available on each page displays a tooltip.
The icons include ‘Add’, ‘Edit’, ‘Delete’ and ‘Refresh’.
All other actions (specific per page) can be selected from the ‘Actions’ dropdown
Figure 2-3: Actions Icons and ‘Actions’ dropdown

‘Tables’ pages: GUI principles
The majority of the ARM’s provisioning screens are in tabular format.
All ARM 9.8 pages that display ‘tables’ such as the Nodes page, the Peer Connections page,
the Users page as well as other pages such as the VoIP Peers page, the Connections page,
ARM
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the Resource Groups page, the IP Profiles page and the Customers page, feature the
following structural elements:


A Summary pane on the right side of the page summarizes information related to the
row selected in the ‘table’.



A ‘Search’ field and an ‘Advanced Search’ link allow network operators to filter each
page by specific criteria to remove unwanted information from the page, display only
required information, unclutter the page and thereby facilitate effective management.



Columns in the ‘tables’ can be widened or narrowed according to the requirements
and preferences of the network operators, by selecting Table columns from the
Actions drop-down:
Figure 2-4: Select Table Columns

Figure 2-5: Peer Connections page ‘table’

Version 9.8
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2.3

Security: Dynamic Blacklist
ARM 9.8 supports management of a flexible automatic dynamic blacklist. When configured,
the blacklist can include either source of destination phone numbers (DIDs), calling or called
with predefined frequency. The list is maintained automatically by the ARM according to
customer definitions; in the ARM, operators add phone numbers to the blacklist or remove
them from it.
The feature allows operators to prevent DDOS/DOS and calls flooding attacks on the
enterprise. DID calling (or called) with suspicious frequency can be handled as bothersome
and disruptive, and added to the blacklist.
Operators can decide how to handle blacklisted calls using the ARM’s generic routing
capabilities. The calls can be dropped or routed to a specific server (for example).

2.3.1

Configuring a Dynamic Blacklist
Network operators must configure a Policy Studio Rule to dynamically add a number to the
blacklist or remove a number from it, with some criteria.
A new ‘Type’ has been added to Policy Studio: Blacklist
Blacklist conditions are identical to when User is defined for ‘Type’.
From the Actions drop-down in the Blacklist page (Calls > Dynamic Blacklist), operators can
view calls in the list and delete calls from the list.
When adding a new Policy Studio Rule, operators can choose the following criteria under
the Action tab:
Figure 2-6: Add Policy Studio Rule – Action tab

ARM



Source or Destination number – to be checked and added / removed from list.



Call time range (sec) – higher equals 1. Default: 60.



Number of calls during time range criteria - higher equals 1. Default: 5.



Blocking number period time (min) - higher equals 10. Default: 60.



Adding tags = Tag_1/2/3. Decision of blocking in the Routing Rule using tag info.
12
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Whitelist – Policy Studio will ignore those Prefixes / Prefix Groups.



Generate alarm when number is blocked – when there is at least one number in the
list, an alarm will be triggered. When the list is empty, the alarm will be cleared.



An event is generated for each new number added to the Blacklist.

For example:
Figure 2-7: Policy Studio Rule - Example

Refer to the example in the figure:


Source or Destination number = Source.



Call time range (sec) = 1000



Number of calls during time range criteria = 2



Blocking number period time (min) = 120



Adding Tag_1 = blacklist_source

With this configuration, the following scenario occurs:
If the source number calls more than 2 times in 1000 seconds, it’s added to the Blacklist for
120 minutes. It’s then removed.
For each call from a source number listed in the Blacklist, Policy Studio will create TAG_1
= blacklist_source.
The decision whether or not to block this tagged call is made in the Routing Rule, as shown
in the following example:

Version 9.8
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Figure 2-8: Routing Rule - Example

2.3.2

Viewing Blacklisted (Blocked) DIDs
A new ‘Dynamic Blacklist’ page (Calls > Dynamic Blacklist) was added to ARM 9.8,
allowing IP network operators to view the current content of the dynamic blacklist. All
blacklisted numbers are shown in the page, which centralizes all calls from all ARM Routers.
Figure 2-9: Dynamic Blacklist page

In the page, operators can:

ARM



Delete single or multiple DIDs from the list. The function allows operators to manually
interfere with ARM decisions which are based on configuration of a ‘Blacklist’ in Policy
Studio Rules. Multiple DIDs can be selected with ‘multi-select’ option.



Delete all can be selected from the Actions drop-down; all numbers will be deleted
from all Blacklists (defined in Policy Studio Rules). This action resets the lists.



View calls can be selected from the Actions drop-down, allowing operators to view
details of a call with phone numbers (DIDs), as part of the Blacklist. It opens the
specific Call Details from Calls List page (Calls > Calls List) with the relevant filter to
find those calls. This feature allows operators to view (for example) if an attack is
14
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continuing and if attempts are still being made to call from/to the restricted number.
Figure 2-10: Calls List page

Figure 2-11: Call Details

2.4

Security: HSTS
To enhance ARM security over and above the existing redirection to HTTPS, as of ARM 9.8
each response is returned with the HSTS (HTTP Strict-Transport-Security) header to signal
the browsers that the ARM should only be accessed using HTTPS.

Version 9.8
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2.5

Increased Capacity
The new maximum number of allowed nodes and Peer Connections in ARM 9.8 is 300 and
30000 respectively. See Section 2.5.1.
The new maximum number of supported ARM Routers in ARM 9.8 is 150. See Section 2.5.2.

2.5.1

Support for up to 300 Nodes and 30000 Peer Connections
Product popularity and extensive global deployments necessitated support for more nodes
(SBCs and Media Gateways) in ARM Topology and Routing.
In ARM 9.8, the new maximum number of allowed nodes and Peer Connections is 300 and
30,000 respectively.
Note: A larger machine is required for the ARM Configurator when more than 150 nodes
are deployed. The ARM Configurator should have 8 CPUs and 32 GB memory.
Customers who plan to grow their ARM capacity in the future (to over 150 nodes) are advised
to start their deployment with a larger ARM Configurator machine (according to the above
requirements).

2.5.1.1

Maximum Capacity Enforcement
The maximum number of allowed nodes and Peer Connections is now enforced at 300 and
30,000 respectively.
An alarm is generated if this threshold is crossed, and new nodes or Peer Connections are
not allowed to be added to the ARM.

2.5.2

Support for up to 150 ARM Routers
ARM 9.8 has increased the number of supported ARM Routers from 40 to 150. The increase
was needed for globally distributed IP telephony deployments with multiple branches.
Additionally, some deployments needed to have at least two ARM Routers per site to provide
ARM Routers redundancy, even in the case of a complete site disconnection from other
network parts. These deployments required a high number of ARM Routers.
ARM 9.8 is capable of supporting synchronization and smooth operation with this increased
number of ARM Routers. In addition, a new ‘Upgrade sequence’ feature has been added.
The feature allows network operators to group ARM Routers so that multiple ARM Routers
can be upgraded simultaneously. This dramatically reduces the time required for ARM
software upgrade. Note that it is the network operator’s responsibility to group ARM Routers
(using the ‘Upgrade Sequence’ parameter in the Routing Servers page’s ‘Add Routing
Server’ screen) in a way that no service outage will occur.
By default, the ARM Routers undergo upgrade one by one as was the case before ARM 9.8.
This is the preferred way for customers with 2-6 ARM Routers to upgrade.

2.5.2.1

Upgrade Sequence
ARM 9.8 enables network operators to define which Routing Server will be upgraded first,
which second, which third, etc. A new field ‘Upgrade sequence’ has been added to the ‘Add
Routing Server’ screen.

ARM
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Figure 2-12: Add Routing Server – Upgrade Sequence

The field allows defining the order in which Routing Servers will be upgraded. After upgrading
the Routing Server, view in the 'Upgrade Sequence' column of the Routing Servers page,
before which or after which other Routing Servers this Routing Server will be upgraded.
Figure 2-13: Upgrade Sequence

Version 9.8
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2.6

Statistics Storage Increased to 1 Year
ARM 9.8 allows network operators to store statistics for up to one year (365 days).
The statistics are collected every five minutes per Network Topology element and can be
displayed by graphs in the ARM GUI. These graphs help operators analyze network routing.
A new ‘Statistics Retention Policy’ section has been added to the ARM in the Statistics page
(Settings > Advanced > Statistics) in which network operators can define how long statistics
will be stored.
Figure 2-14: Statistics Retention Policy

Number of days to keep calls quotas statistics. Allows the operator to configure how long
the ARM will store calls quotas statistics, in days. The value can be changed to a value in
the range of 90-365. The default is 365 days.
Number of days to keep statistics. Allows the operator to configure how long the ARM will
store statistics records, in days. The value can be changed to a value in the range of 31-365.
The default is 365 days.
Limitation: The maximum number of days the statistics graph can be displayed is 31
days.

2.7

New Platforms: KVM and OpenStack
ARM 9.8 introduces support for two new platforms, in addition to those previously supported
(VMWare, HyperV, AWS and Azure):


KVM. Virtualization solution integrated into Linux kernel and available on different
Linux distributions.



OpenStack. A collection of open source software modules and tools that provides a
framework to create and manage cloud infrastructure.

For detailed information about ARM deployment and requirements on KVM and OpenStack,
see the ARM Installation Manual available on AudioCodes’ website.

ARM
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2.8

More Miscellaneous Features

2.8.1

Save AudioCodes Device INI File Directly from the GUI
To ease up with debugging issues and log collection, as of ARM 9.8 network operators can
save AudioCodes devices’ ini files directly from the ARM without needing to SSO into the
device.
The action can be performed by right-clicking the node in the Network Map page and then
selecting the Save INI File option from the Actions drop-down, or by selecting the Save INI
File option from the Actions drop-down in the Nodes page.
Figure 2-15: Save INI file in Network Map page

Figure 2-16: Save INI file in Nodes page

Version 9.8
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2.8.2

Enable Parallel Connections (Multiple Sockets)
Before ARM 9.8, a node always opened one socket towards each provisioned ARM Router
for Node ↔ ARM Router communication. In some cases, this led to problems of blocking if
heavy traffic or a delay in ARM → SBC responses to routing requests (usually due to external
web services) occurred.
ARM 9.8 combined with SBC 7.4.300 enables opening a number of connections in the
direction of the ARM Router. When the connections are open, any delay resulting from
handling are minimal because connections opened in parallel allow much quicker handling
than connections opened consecutively.
Supporting multiple sockets for the Routing Server solves the problem of head-of-line
blocking; the first sent message would previously take time to answer and would block all
the others.
Note: SBC version 7.4.300 and later supports this feature.
A new option Enable parallel connections (multiple sockets) has been added to ARM 9.8
under the 'Advanced' section of the ‘Add | Edit Server Group’ screen, to support the feature.
Figure 2-17: Add | Edit Server Group

ARM
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Edges Status
A new column ‘Edges Status’ has been added to the Connections page (Network menu >
Connections tab) in ARM 9.8.
Figure 2-18: Edges Status column in the Connections page

The column displays the administrative status of each edge of every connection made
between two nodes (node 1 and 2).
Each connection between nodes comprises two (directional) IP Groups on each side. When
the operator creates a connection between two nodes, the ARM defines an IP Group (edge)
on each node. In this way, the connection comprises two edges and the connection status
aggregates the statuses of both edges. The column consequently allows a better
understanding of each connection's aggregated status, as each connection is affected by
both directional edges.
Green = AVAILABLE
Red = UNAVAILABLE
In the example shown in the preceding figure:


The administrative status of both edges (node 1 and node 2) of the connection



The administrative status of the node 1 edge of the connection remoteB_proxy_con

Version 9.8

remote_proxy_con is AVAILABLE ←→

is UNAVAILABLE; the administrative status of the node 2 edge is AVAILABLE ←→
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2.8.4

New ‘Description’ Field in ‘Add | Edit Normalization Group’
A description field has been added to the ‘Add Normalization Group’ and ‘Edit Normalization
Group’ screens in ARM 9.8, for the convenience of network operators.
Figure 2-19: Add | Edit Normalization Group – New ‘Description’ Field

ARM
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3. Supported Platforms

Supported Platforms
ARM 9.8 supports the platforms shown in the table below.
Table 3-1: ARM 9.8 Supported Platforms
ARM

Platform

Application

GUI

Web Browser

Firefox, Chrome, Edge

Deployment

VMWare

VMware ESXI 6.7, 7.0 Update 2

HyperV

Windows Server 2016
Hyper-V Manager
Microsoft Corporation
Version: 10.0.14393.0

KVM

KVM environment on CentOS 7

OpenStack

Xena release on CentOS Stream 8

Version 9.8
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4. Earliest SBC/GW Software Versions Supported by ARM Features

Earliest SBC/GW Software Versions
Supported by ARM Features
Some ARM features are developed in coordination with nodes (AudioCodes’ SBCs and
Media Gateways). To activate and use an ARM feature, the node needs to be upgraded to
the earliest software supporting that feature if it’s configured with software that does not
support it.
The following table displays ARM features supported by the earliest node software.
Table 4-1: ARM Features Supported by the Earliest Node Software

#

Feature

Earliest Node Software
Supporting It

Comments

1

Quality-based routing Version 7.2.158 and later

The quality-based routing feature is not
supported when operating with nodes
version 7.0 (for Mediant 3000).

2

Separate interface at Version 7.2.158 and later
the node level for
ARM traffic

The capability to configure a separate
interface at the node level for ARM
traffic is not supported when operating
with nodes earlier than version 7.2.154
(for Mediant 3000).

3

Call preemption

Version 7.2.158 and later

The call preemption for emergency calls
feature is not supported when operating
with nodes version 7.20A.154.044 or
earlier (not applicable for Mediant 3000).

4

Number Privacy

Version 7.2.250 or later

-

5

Support of IP Group
of type User without
‘dummy’ IP

7.20A.250 and later

Network administrators who want to use
a node’s IP Group of type ‘User’ as the
ARM Peer Connection can avoid
configuring a dummy IP Profile if using
node version 7.20A.250 and later.
Customers who use ARM version 8.4
with node version earlier than 7.2.250
and who want to configure an IP Group
of type ‘User’ as the ARM Peer
Connection, must configure a dummy IP
Profile (with a dummy IP address) at the
node level, to be associated with this IP
Group.

6

Support of ARM
Routers group and
policies.

Version 7.20A.240 or later

-

7

Support of ARM
Routed Calls/CDRs
representation

Version 7.20A.250.205 or later

-

8

Support of Forking in Version 7.20A.252 or later
ARM (SBC only)

-

9

Support for
Registered users in
ARM

Version 7.20A.254.353 or later

-

Version 7.20A.256.391

Supported for SBC only

10 Support for
combined ARM and
Version 9.8
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#

Feature

Earliest Node Software
Supporting It

Comments

SIP based Routing
decision (Route
based on Request
URI)
11 Support for
combined ARM and
SBC Routing
decision

Version 7.20A.256.391

Supported for SBC only

12 ARM as an
Version 7.20A.256.713
Information Source
for Users Credentials

Supported for SBC only

13 Support for Microsoft
Teams LMP (Local
Media Optimization)
and additional IP
Profiles

-

Versions: 7.20A.258 -0313,
7.20A.260-180
7.40A.005 (official release) and
later

14 ARM connection with Versions:
ABC level defined IP 7.20A.258 -0313,
Profile and Media
7.20A.260-180
Realm
7.40A.005 (official release) and
later

SBC only

15 ARM ‘Customer’
7.40A.005.509 or later
entity (Team multitenancy) - support for
Contact header
manipulation
16 Delayed Alternative
Routing

Official build from SBC 7.4.200
stream

-

17 Story of a call:
Integration with
Voca. Additional
information in ARM
calls information.

Official build from SBC 7.4.200
stream

-

18 Support for more
efficient way of
synchronization of
SBC IP groups with
ARM

Official build from SBC 7.4.200
stream

If the customer runs earlier SBC SW, the
synchronization will work in a pre-ARM
9.6 way.

19 Support for multiple Official build from SBC 7.4.300
connections from
stream
SBC to ARM Router

ARM
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5. Resolved Issues in ARM 9.8

Resolved Issues in ARM 9.8
The table below lists major issues which were encountered by customers in previous
releases, but which are resolved in ARM 9.8.
Table 5-1: Resolved Issues in ARM 9.8
Incident

Problem / Limitation

ARM-5018

The ARM route to a destination host relies on upper/lower case.

ARM-5071

Editing node Connections in the ARM results in resetting manipulation
rule sets.

ARM-5093

When ARM Admin accesses / installs ARM Router, if there is a '$' in the
middle of the string, the password isn't changed properly.

ARM-5096

The dot character is not authorized in a Routing Rule.

ARM-5104

When upgrading from Version 9.2.113 to Version 9.6.12, the ARM
Router upgrade gets stuck at ‘Changing the default keystore password'.

ARM-5442

There is a log4j security vulnerability [/220222-000138].

ARM-5460

The operator of type Admin cannot change their own password.

ARM-5515

On the Software SBC, all calls failed with a 500 error [/220322-000115].

ARM-5531

The ARM’s status remains ‘Major’ on the OVOC Web interface due to
previous alarms.

ARM-5534

A previous upgrade failed in the middle of upgrading the ARM
Configurator. The upgrade cannot continue from this point.

ARM-5624

When exporting information in the Users page from the ARM, an
additional character is added.

ARM-5649

With ARM 9.0, a Prefix Group issue occurs.

ARM-5678

ARM 9.0 wrongly handles alternative routes upon 302 Redirect.

ARM-5695

Adding and/or deleting an SBC to the ARM is unsuccessful.

Version 9.8
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6. Tested ARM Capacities

Tested ARM Capacities
Table 6-1 lists tested ARM capacities. The table presents the results of the maximum
capacities tested. If customers require higher capacities tested, they should communicate
this to AudioCodes.
Table 6-1: Tested ARM Capacities
Item

Maximum Capacity Tested

CAPs (assuming the average call duration is 100
seconds)

300 CAPs per ARM Router

ARM Routers

150

Routing Groups

2,000

Routing Rules per ARM

10,000

ARM Users (either local or LDAP/Azure AD)

1 million
Possible extension to 4 million when
ordering a special Feature Key.
Requires 16 GB memory for Routers.

‘Customer’ entities (Teams tenants)

Up to 20,000

Nodes number

150 by default
Possible extension to 300
requires ARM Configurator with 8 CPUs
and 32 GB memory.

Peer Connections

Per Node: 600

ARM total: 3,000 CAPs

ARM total: 30000
Connections

10000

Prefix Groups

2,000

Prefixes in a single Prefix Group

2,000

Normalization rules

2,000

Calls history

10 million

Threshold alarms

150 threshold rules
25 elements/entities per rule

Statistics history

1 year
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7. Known Limitations and Workarounds

Known Limitations and Workarounds
The table below lists the known limitations and workarounds in ARM 9.8.
Table 7-1: Known Limitations and Workarounds

Incident

Problem / Limitation

Comments/Workaround

-

Attaching / detaching a user to / from an
Network administrators should take this into
consideration
Active Directory Group is reflected in the
ARM’s Users page (and Users Groups
page) only after performing a full update
(synchronization) with the LDAP server (by
default performed automatically every 24
hours).

-

When defining a Users Group, the condition Network administrators should take this into
is applied to the pre-manipulated value of
consideration
the property used in the condition definition
(the original value taken from the Active
Directory).

-

For VMware users, after rebooting or
upgrading an ARM Configurator, its clock
‘drifts’. This can sometimes cause
inconsistency between ARM Configurator
and ARM Router data.

Make sure the clock in the machine (Host)
and the VM (Guest) are the same.
Both should be synchronized with the same
NTP.

-

For customers who use auto-detect mode
to add a new node (SBC / gateway) to the
ARM, the name of the Configurator Web
service configured at the node level for
auto-discovery must be ARMTopology
else the ARM data center recovery
mechanism will not work correctly for the
node; it will not be redirected to the new
Configurator.

Generally, it’s preferable to add a node
using the ARM GUI rather than autodetection.

-

When the ARM is used with Load
Balancing CE SBC in an Azure
environment, the operator should make
sure to define the FQDN / IP Address as
the Hostname of the LB CE SBC and add
the LB CE SBC in the ARM using that
Hostname.

-

Security
-

The ARM does not prevent the opening of
HTTP for debugging purposes. HTTPS
should be used for debugging purposes.

Operators should consider security threats
when enabling HTTP communication
between ARM network components and
SBCs.

ARM-5846 ARM 9.8 uses openSSH version 8.0. This
CVE: openSSH version is potentially exposed to
2021-41617 CVE: 2021-41617. ARM OS default
settings make sure that the ARM machine
is not exposed to this CVE finding even
though version 8.0 is used.

ARM operators are required not to change
the default configuration of
AuthorizedKeysCommand and
AuthorizedPrincipalsCommand attributes
(default = disabled).
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Incident

Problem / Limitation

Comments/Workaround

Breaking changes

-

ARM 9.8 does not support ‘Build Star’ and Operators should add Connections and
‘Build Mash’ capabilities. These capabilities build the ARM Network Topology based on
were removed from the GUI and REST API customer requirements.
starting from ARM 9.4 as they are not
widely used by customers and are
potentially problematic.

-

For operators of the pre-9.2 ARM version:
ARM 9.2 changes the REST API for ARM
Users management (Add, Delete, Modify)
in a way that is not backward compatible.

Customers must take this into
consideration. The new REST API for users
is described in the REST API Developer’s
Guide for ARM 9.2 and later. If customers
develop scripts based on this REST API,
these scripts should be adjusted to the new
REST API when moving to ARM 9.2 and
later.

-

Starting from ARM 9.4, the REST API for
getting all VoIP Peers (VoIP Peers GET
API) is changed. This non-backward
compatible change was implemented to
support Paging.

Customers should take this into
consideration. The new REST API for
getting the VoIP Peers is described in the
REST API Developer’s Guide for ARM 9.4.
If customers develop scripts based on this
REST API, these scripts should be adjusted
to the new REST API when moving to ARM
9.4 and later.

-

For a two-step upgrade (for customers
upgrading from ARM 8.6 or earlier): The
redesigned ARM 8.8 Add Routing Rule –
Routing Actions screen does not feature
the ‘via’ action as previous versions did.
The same applies to ARM 9.0, ARM 9.2,
ARM 9.4, ARM 9.6 and ARM 9.8.

Customers upgrading from a previous
version will still view the action but are
advised to exclude it from routing
definitions.

-

In ARM 9.8 (starting from ARM 9.4), when
an alarm for a Routing Rule is generated,
the detailed alarm information is placed in
both Additional Info 1 and Additional Info
2.

Operators should use information from both
fields. This is done to provide detailed
information about the alarm without
truncation.

-

ARM 9.8 (starting from ARM 9.6) REST API
is not backward compatible in the definition
(Add / Edit / Delete) of ‘Alternative Routing
SIP Reason’. This is due to the new feature
(Sets of SIP Reasons for Alternative
Routing).

Customers should take this into
consideration. The new REST API for
managing SIP reasons is described in the
REST API Developer’s Guide for ARM 9.6 /
ARM 9.8.

Upgrade

-

ARM

Direct upgrade from ARM 8.6 and earlier to For these cases, a two-step upgrade is
ARM 9.8 is not supported.
required:
Step 1: Upgrade to ARM 8.8 or 9.0
Step 2: Upgrade to ARM 9.8
Note:
The following direct upgrades are
supported:
• ARM 9.0 and ARM 8.8 > ARM 9.8 (not
regular upgrade, including OS upgrade)
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Problem / Limitation

Comments/Workaround
•
•
•

ARM 9.2 > ARM 9.8
ARM 9.4 > ARM 9.8
ARM 9.6 > ARM 9.8

-

Direct upgrade from ARM 8.8 and earlier to For these cases, a two-step upgrade is
ARM 9.8 is not supported.
required:
Step 1: Upgrade to ARM 9.2
Step 2: Upgrade to ARM 9.8
Note:
The following direct upgrades are
supported:
• ARM 9.0 > ARM 9.8 (not regular
upgrade, including OS upgrade)
• ARM 9.2 > ARM 9.8
• ARM 9.4 > ARM 9.8
• ARM 9.6 > ARM 9.8

-

For pre-ARM 9.2 deployments, the upgrade Make the following preparations:
to ARM 9.8 is not a regular upgrade as it
• Make sure you downloaded not only the
upgrades the OS of all components to
upgrade but also the installation images
CentOS Stream from CentOS6.
for the ARM Configurator and the ARM
Note that for ARM 9.2 and ARM 9.4
Router (not as for the usual upgrade).
deployments (running CentOS8), the
• Request from AudioCodes a Feature
upgrade is smooth. ARM 9.6 also runs on
Key with all the ordered features and
CentOS Stream.
ordered number of sessions for the new
VM in ARM 9.8.
• Prepare temporary IP and VM resources
required for each server upgrade.
• Prepare extended storage for the ARM
Configurator (the ARM Configurator
allocates 80 GB in ARM9.8 – like in
ARM 9.4 and ARM 9.6).

-

To upgrade to ARM 9.8 in a VMware
environment, the customer must have
VMware ESXI 6.7 or 7.0 update 2 (earlier
versions are not supported with CentOS
Stream).

-

-

Miscellaneous issues with the ARM GUI
after upgrading from previous releases.

Customers are requested to clear the
browser cache after performing a software
upgrade (Ctrl+F5).

GUI Incidents

ARM-3249 Prefixes in a Prefix Group cannot be edited. The customer can remove the old prefix
ARM - 2724 Double-clicking an existing prefix to modify and define a new prefix.
it doesn’t work.
ARM in Azure with SBCs behind Load Balancer

ARM-4676 After a switchover of an SBC occurs, the
node can temporally (for few seconds)
switch between available and unknown
state in the ARM; calls are unaffected as
routing continues regularly.
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The issue occurs as it takes time for the
Load Balancer (usually up to 10 seconds) to
switch to the secondary SBC.

ARM

ARM

Incident

Problem / Limitation

Comments/Workaround

ARM-4676 After a switchover of an SBC occurs, the
connections to the HA SBC are indicated
for a few minutes as unavailable.

ARM
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The connection between the HA SBCs
behind the Load Balancer and the other
nodes should have Keep connection
properties synchronized disabled.
Also, the IP of the proxy set towards the
node behind the Load Balancer should be
configured manually (at the SBC level) with
the Load Balancer’s IP.
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